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Milestone Systems awards Securityhunter, Inc. the Installation of the Year, USA during the 2018 
Milestone Integration Platform Symposium 
 
Baltimore, MD –February 21, 2018 More than 1,500 attendees gathered together at Milestone Systems’ 
annual community events in Hanoi, Barcelona and Las Vegas.  Milestone Systems, the open platform 
company in networked video management software (VMS), concluded a series of regional partner and 
customers events for 2018 with MIPS (Milestone Integration Platform Symposium) in Las Vegas on 
February 21. Milestone Systems also took the opportunity to award partners for their contributions to the 
community over the past year.  
 
To Milestone Systems, the community of partners is the all-important foundation of the business model. 
To recognize this officially, Milestone Systems celebrated the annual top performances in sales, 
marketing, technology, collaboration and innovation for camera partner, solution partner, technology 
partner, distribution partner, channel partner and installation of the year.  
 
Securityhunter, Inc. was awarded the Installation of the Year USA, for installation work at federal 
agencies facilities.   Securityhunter has provided standardized video surveillance systems, intrusion 
detection systems, duress alarms, and physical access control systems, which consist of equipment, 
installation, maintenance, and support services at these facilities.  
 
“By accepting this award from Milestone’s Kenneth Hune 
Petersen, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer and Tim Palmquist, 
VP Americas, it means that Securityhunter has strong support 
from the company and we will continue to our effort to promote 
Milestone products in the federal space”, says Securityhunter 
CTO, Alexander Elbert. 
 
Securityhunter CEO and Founder Michael S. Rogers added, 
“Milestone has been a wonderful partner to Securityhunter.  We 
look forward to many more adventures together as we move 
more towards state, local, and education markets.  We believe 
that the Milestone solution will be very helpful in our mission of 
protecting our nation’s children and teachers.”                                                                

(Pictured: Kenneth Hune Petersen, far right, 
Tim Palmquist, center, Alexander Elbert, far 
left)  

About Securityhunter, Inc.:  
Founded in 1988, Securityhunter targets security solutions which support a wide range of government security 
initiatives. Securityhunter manufactures, designs, installs and maintains electronic and information security 
countermeasure systems for government facilities. Securityhunter offers professional security support services, 
and assists U.S. federal, state and local agencies with assessments and management of security tasks for 
mission critical CONUS and OCONUS operations.  For information please contact sales@securityhunter.com. 


